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it is inclosed. Since then, upon consultation with Circuit Judge
SAWYER, I have learned that he had held otherwise in several unre-
ported cases in the district of California. Until a question is de-
termined by the supreme court it is proper that the ruling of the
circuit justice or judge of the circuit should be followed by the other
judges therein. Mr. Justice FIELD has not passed upon the question,
but upon consultation with him I find that he is inclined to agree
with the circuit judge. I also learn from a note of Mr. Justice
BLATCHFORD that prior to 1876 he held that an obscene writing or
letter was not included in section 3893, but that thereafter it was
amended by inserting the word "writing" between "paper" and
."print," as it now stands.
In U. S. v. Gaylord, 17 FED. REP. 438, (July, 1883,) Judge DRUM-

MOND in an able and convincing opinion, held that the section, as
amended in 1876, includes an obscene writing or letter inclosed in a
sealed envelope. At the close of his opinion he states that because
of the different view taken in U. S. v. LOftis, he submitted it to Mr.
Justice HARLAN, who concurred in his conclusion.
As the section has been construe"d by the circuit judge, contrary to

the ruling in U. S. v. Loftis, I feel it my duty, for the present, and
irrespective of my own convictions, to follow the former and disre-
gard the latter. But I am free to confess that subsequent reflection,.
aided by the suggestions of the circuit judge, together with the de·
liberate opinion of so learned, experienced, and wise a jurist as Judge
DRUMMOND, has very much shaken my confidence in U. S. v. Loftis.
And now,that my attention is called to the fact that the word "writ-
ing" was added to the section by congress, apparently because Judge
BLATCHFORD had held that, without it, a letter containing obscene
matter was not included therein, I think there ought to be no hesita-
tion in giving it effect accordingly, so as to include a letter or any
writing, sealed or unsealed, having in it or upon it any obscene, etc.,
language, sign or suggestion.
The demurrer is overruled, and the defendant is ordered to appear

and plead or receive judgment.

UNITED STATES V. FERO.

(District Court, E. D. Wi8consin. December, 1883.)

1. INDICTMENT-PLEADING CLAIMED TO BE BAD FOR DUPLICITy-ALLEGING Two
OFFENSES UNDER ONE COUNT.
Recognizing the general rule that two distinct, independent offenses cannot

be alleged in one count in an indictment, nevertheless it may occur in a giv('n
case that the two supposed offenses mal' be so regarded as successive acts in
one transaction as to constitute really uut one offense.
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:&. SA¥E-WHAT DEGREE OF EXACTNESS REQUIRED IN THE WORDING OF THE IN-
DICTMENT.
Unreasonable strictness in the wording of an indictment ought not to be re-

quirerl, and where the indictment clearly charges a crime, and fairly advises
the defendant what act of his is the subject of complaint, the principal object
of pleading is attained. The highest degree of certainty is not required; cer-
tainty toa common intent is suflicient.
Stoughton v. State, 2 Ohio St. 562.

3. SAME-CASE 8TATED.
The defendant was indicted and convicted for violation of section 5484 of

the Revised Statutes, providing that "every person who shall receive any
money or other valuable thing under a threat of informing, or as a considera-
tion for not informing, against any violation of any internal revenue law, shall,
on conviction thereof, lie punished by a fine not exceeding two thousand dol-
lars, or by imprisonment not exceeding one year," etc. On a motion for arrest
of judgment on the ground that the information charging the violation of the
statute is bad for duplicity, in that it alleges that the defendant received money
"under a threat of infurming, and as a consideration for not informing,"
against a party who had violated the revenue law, it being argued that two in-
d,ependent offenses are charged, that of receiving money "under a threat of
informing," and also receiving money as a consideration for not informing,
held, that in this case the two offenses as alleged should be regarded as suc-
cessive acts in one transaction, thus maldng really but one offense, and that
hence the pleading was good. Where a statute makes either of two or more
distinct acts conuected with the sam.e general offense, and subject to the same
measure and ldnd of _punishment, indictable sepamtely and as distinct l'rimes
when committed hy different persons, or at different times, they may, when
committed by the same person at the same time, be coupled in one count as
constituting one offense.
Burne v. State, 12 Wis. 577.

Motion in Arrest of Judgment.
G. W. Hazelton, for the United States.
W. C. Williams and D. S. Wegg, for defendant.
DYER, J. An exceptionally forcible and ingenious argument has

been made by counsel for the defendant in support of a motion in
arrest of judgment in this case. The motion is urged upOQ the ground
that the information, which charges a violation of section 5484 of
the Revised Statutes, is bad for duplicity and is otherwise insufficient.
The statute referred to provides that "every person who shall receive
any money or other valuable thing under a threat of informing, or as a
consideration for not informing, against any violation of any internal
revenue law, shall, on conviction thereof, be punished by a fine not
exceeding two thousand dollars, or by imprisonment not exceeding
one year, or both, at the discretion of the court, with costs of prose-
cution." The information charges that "on the twenty-seventh day
of October, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-two, at Fond Du Lac county, in the eastern district of Wiscon-
sin, '" '" '" Lewis N. Fero, late of said connty, did wrongfully
accept and receive a sum of money, to-wit, five dollars in lawful cur-
rency of the United States, of and from one Matthias Bourgeois,
theretofore a brewer of said county, under a threat of informing, and
as a consideration for not informing, against the said Matthias Bour-
geois as a violator of the internal revenue law; that is to say, for not
reporting to some officer of the internal revenue bureau of the United
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States that said Matthias Bourgeois had, while carrying on the busi·
ness oi a brewer as aforesaid, disregarded and violated the internal
revenue law applicable to said business, against the form, force, and
effect," etc.
1. It is contended-First, that section 5484 embraces two distinct

and inconsistent offenses-distinct, because the receiving of money
under a threat of informing constitutes one offense, and the reo
ceiving of money as a consideration for not informing constitutes
another; inconsistent, because the one involves only the interests or
rights of an individual, while the other involves the interests of the
public. Upon this construction olthe statute, the contention follows
that as both of the alleged offenses are stated conjunctively in one
count in the information, the pleading is bad for duplicity. In U. S.
v. Nunnemacher, 7 Biss. 129, this court had occasion to review the
authorities and to pass upon the question in a form somewhat anal·
agous to that in which it here arises. Recognizing the general rule
that two distinct, independent offenses cannot be alleged in one
count in an indictment, it was there stated as the result of an ex-
amination of the cases where the principle had been enforced, that the
prevailing feature of the cases is "that the offenses charged in the
same count were either inherently repugnant or so distinct that they
could not be construed as different stages in one transaction or did not
involve different punishments." It is undoubtedly true that the cir-
cumstances of a case might be such as to make a person liable to
the penalties of the statute for receiving money under a threat of in-
forJ?1ing as distinct from receiving it as a consideration for not in-
forming, and vice versa. In other words, I do not deny' that a transac·
tion might be such as to make either one of those acts a distinct
offense. But it does not necessarily follow as a conclusion from that
premise that the two supposed offenses are inherently repugnant,
or that they may not in a given case be regarded as successive acts
in one transaction, and so constituting really but one offense. The
threat of informing may be made, then, as a consideration for not in-
forming, the money may be received, and thus each step in the trans·
action may be consistent with the consummation of a single offense.
In such case it may well be said that the money is paid both under·
a threat of informing and as a consideration for not informing, and
there is no inconsistency in the statement. Where a statute makes
either of two or more distinct acts connected with the same general
offense, and subject to the same measure and kind of punishment,
indictable separately and as distinct crimes when committed by dif-
ferent persons, or at different times, they may, when committed by
the same person at the same time, be coupled in one count as consti-
tuting one offense. Byrne v. State, 12 Wis. 577. See, also, cases
cited in U. S. v. Nunnemacher, supra, and 1 Bish. Crim. Proc. § 436.
'l'here can be no doubt that the transaction may be such as to make
a case of receiving money both under a threat of informing and as a
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consideratlOn tor not informing, and if the acts of the party are so com-
bined as to constitute a single transaction, but one offense is com·
mitted. Clearly, the information in this case must be construed as
alleging such a transaction, and therefore as alleging a single offense.
The allegation of the pleading, in substance, is, that on the twenty-
seventh day of October, Lewis N. Fero did receive from Matthias
Bourgeois five dollars, under a threat of informing, and as a consider-
lttion for not informing, against him. The time is fixed. A day is
named. A single transaction is necessarily to be implied from the al-
legation. The meaning of the averment is that the threat was made;
that the money was paid; that the consideration for the payment was
that the defendant would not inform; and so it follows, as the neces-
sary meaning and effect of the averment, that the money was paid
both under a threat of informing and as a consideration for not in-
forming, and that there was but one transaction, involving the com.
mission of but one offense.
2. It is next insisted, m support of the motion, tbat the information

is fatally defective in that it does not state what particular offense
the defendant claimed Bourgeois had committed, and concerning
which the defendant was not to give information as a consideration
for the payment of the money to him; that the information simply
charges that the money was paid as a consideration for not informing
against Bourgeois as a violator of the internal reventte law, and that
this is too general; in other words, that the particular provision of
the law claimed to have been violated should have been specified.
As suggested on the argument, I do not see why it does not result, as
the logic of this point, that if Fero, in his transaction with Bourgeois,
specified no particular offense committed by Bourgeois, or particular
law violated by him, but simply made a general charge against him
of violating the internal revenue law, then he committed no offense,
although he threatened to inform against him, and received the money
under such threat, and as a consideration for not informing. In this
view, whether the act of the defendant would constitute an offense
under the statute, would depend upon the particularity of his specifi-
cations against Bourgeois. Surely the law ought not to he so con-
strued as to lead to such a result as that. For such a construction
would be literally reductio ad absurdum. But it is said that if such
generality of language as that the defendant charged Bourgeois with
violating the internal revenue law, is allowed, the defendant could not
plead his present conviction in bar of another prosecution for the
same offense. It is not to be overlooked thaJ, the information charges
that the offense was committed on a certain day, and specifies the
payment of a certain sum of money, and it seems to the court that
enough is alleged to identify the offense. In this class of cases cer-
tainty to a common intent is all that is required. In Stoughton v.
State, 2 Ohio St. 562, the court held that "unreasonable strictness
ought not to he required, and, where an indictment clearly charges a
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crime, and fairly advises the defendant what act of his is the subject
of complaint, the principal object of pleading is attained. The
highest degree of certainty is not required. Certainty to a common
intent is sufficient." Such certainty is attained when enough is al-
leged to clearly apprise the accused of the identical crime with which
he is charged, so that he may be prepared to meet the accusation.
It was ltrgued that the words "any violation of any internal revenue
law," contained in section 5484, indicate the necessity of particular-
ity of averment with reference to the commission of an offense by
a person who pays money to prevent being informed against; that
those words denote a particular violation of a particular law. Where
a particular offense had in fact been committed by such person, and
its character was known or ascertainable, undoubtedly it would be
better pleading to state the offense in the information or indictment.
But, after all, it seems to the court that the construction which coun-
sel thus place cn this statute is rather more refined and hypercritical
than Round. As before observed, if such a construction were to be
sustained, it would seem logically to follow that if a person who re-
ceives money as a consideration for stifling a criminal prosecution,
specifies in the transaction no particular violation of law against the
person paying the money, then he would commit no offense under
section 5484; and this view of the law the court cannot sanction.
8. The next objection to the information is that it does not state

the time when the alleged offense of Bourgeois was committed; that
it does not anywhere appear that he was carrying on the business of
11 brewer when the money was paid as a consideration for not inform-
ing against him, but only that he had been "theretofore a brewer."
To establish the offense charged in the information, the court is not
by any means prepared to admit that it is essential to show a viola-
tion of law by Bourgeois occurring within a period covered by the
statute of limitations applicable to offenses under the internal revenue
law or to show that he at any time committed such an offense. How-
ever that may be, it can certainly make no differen«:le tha} Bourgeois
was not a brewer at the time of his transaction with the defendant.
If he had been previously a brewer, and had violated the law, he
could be punished for such violation even after he had ceased to carry
on that business, unless a prollecution was barred by some statutory
period of limitation. And if we had to assume that he was guilty of
on offense under the internal revenue law, in order to support a pro-
secution section 5484, the presumption, I think, would be, un-
til it otherwise appeared, that it was committed within a period fixed
by law for instituting proceedings against him.
4. Lastly. it is urged that the information does not sufficiently

allege a criminal intent. The allegation is that the defendant "did
wrongfully accept and receive a sum of money," etc. Doubtless the
averment would more nearly meet the requirements of criminal plead-
ing if it specifically charged an evil and unlawful intent. But I am of
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the opinion that, taking all the allegations of the information together,
they sufficiently charge such intent. It was not necessary that the
defendant should be charged with felonious intent, because the offense
alleged against him is but a misdemeanor. Of course, the intent is
a material ingredient of the offense; but the very act condemned by
th" statute involves unlawful intent. That is, if a person receives
money from another as a consideration for not informing against a
violation of law, he does an unlawful act; the intent must be unlaw-
ful, and is inseparable from the act. Now, it is here charged that the
defendant did wrongfully accept and receive a sum of money from
Matthias Bourgeois under a threat of informing, and as a considera-
tion for not informing, against him as a violator of the internal rev-
enue law. The very statement of the offense makes the intent Buffi-
ciently apparent.
Something was said on the argument about the vagueness of the

information, wherein it alleges a threat by the defendant that he
would inform against Bourgeois. The presumption is, as the threat
is alleged, that it was verbal. If it appeared on the face of the
pleading that the threat was in writing, then it would probably be neces-
sary to set out the writing in hac verba. But if it was verbal I do not
know that it would be essential that the prosecutor allege the words
spoken which constituted the threat. I regard the case at bar as quite
different in principle from U. S. v. Goggin, 1 FED. REP. 49, cited on the
argument. I must add, further, that I do not think the case is ruled
by U. S. v. Simmons, 96 D.·S. 360.. That case illustrates the danger,
in perhaps many instances, of charging an offense in the general lan-
guage of the statute; because, in many cases, without more spe-
cific averments of fact than would be embraced in the words of the
statute, the accused would not be apprised with reasonable certainty
of the nature of the accusation against him. In U. S. v. Simmons,
the defendant was charged with violating section 3266 of the Revised
Statutes, in almost the very words of the section, and the count was
held defective-First, because the name of the person was not given
whom the defendant caused and procured to use the still; and, sec-
ondly, because it did not sufficiently appear that vinegar was manu-
factured or produced in the building and on the premises referred to at
the time the still and other vessels were used for the purpose of dis-
tilling; it being held that these two facts must co-exist in order to con-
stitute the statutory offense. Such fatal uncertainty of allegation
does not,' I think, exist in the pleading under consideration, although
some of the language descriptive of the offense is rather generaL
And on the whole, it is the conclusion of the court that judgment of
conviction may be legally rendered against the defendant on the
, verdict.
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UNITED STATES V. FLEMMING and another.

(Di.trict Oourt, N. D. IZUnoi•. )

1. USE OF THE MAILS FOR FRAUDULENT PuRPOSES-NATURE OF THE OFFENBB.
To constitute an offense, under section 5480 of the Revised Statutes, which

provides for the punishment of any person using the mails for fraudulent pur-
poses, it is not necessary that the guilty person should be the originator of the
fraudulent scheme in which he participates. .

Z. SAME-DEPOSITING LETTER.
Under that section a person is guilt,}' of .. placing a letter in the post-office"

if a letter has been so deposited by hIS direction, even though by the hand of
another.

a. SAME-FRAUn-PARTICIPATION BY AGENT.
A clerk who knowingly assists in the fraudulent practices of his principal II

as much a party to the fraud as the principal himself.
4. SAME-EvIDENCE-SIMILAB, BUT UNCONNECTED, TRANSACTIONS-PROOF OJ' 15-

TENT.
Upon an issue of fraudulent intent in any transaction, evidence of similar

transactions at a previous time is relevant, so far as it goes to prove the intent,
though for 110 other purpose. Accordingly, upon an indictment for the use of
the mails in furtherance of a fraudulent scheme connected with a so-called
.. Fund W," held, that evidence of fraudulent practices by the Bame parties. by
means of certain funds, ..a" and" K," was admissible.

6. SAME-FAILUHE TO PRODUCE EvIDENCE-INFERENCES.
The neglect of a party to produce books which would show the character of

his tra.nsactions, warrants an inference that such evidence would be damaging.
6. BAME-TESTIMONY OF li ("OMPLIOE

The testimony 01 accomplice,though it should be corroborated if possible,
is to be considered lIy the jury, even thouKh uncorroborated, for what it ia
worth.

J. H. Leake, Dist. Atty•• for the United States.
W. O. Gondy and E. A. Storr8. for defendant.
BLODGETT. J., (charging jwry.) The indictment in this case is

based upon section 5480 of the Revised Statutes. which I will now
read:
"If any person having devised, or intending to devise, any scheme or ar-

tifice to defraud, to be effected by either opening, or intending to open, cor-
respondence or communication with any other person, whether resident
within or outside of the United States, by means of the post-office establish-
ment of the United States, or by inciting such other person to open commu-
nication with the person so deVising or intending, shall, in and for executing
such scheme or artifice, or attempting to do so, place any letter or packet in
any post-office in the United States, or take or receive any therefrom, suck
person so misusing the post-office establishment shall be punished," etc.
The object of this statute was to prevent the use of the post-office

establishment for fraudulent purposes. The postal system may well
be considered as one of the most useful devices of our modern civil-
ization, organized and supported at the public expense. It furnishel
80 cheap, expeditious, and certain a method of communication be-
tween persons in different parts of the conntry. and. by means of
postal. treaties, in foreign countries, that the temptation to use it for
the promotion of fraudulent schemes is very great. And, hence. con-

..


